HVAC
Regular preventive HVAC maintenance reduces the risk of costly breakdowns by as much as 95%. Taking care of your systems before problems start can also reduce energy bills and extend the service life. WD-40 Specialist products make it easier to access hard to reach parts, keep equipment running efficiently and reduce the impact of heat, humidity and corrosive environments.

WD-40 SPECIALIST® CLEANER & DEGREASER
- Quickly breaks down grease and grime
- Powerful, yet safe on sensitive surfaces
- Contains corrosion inhibitors
- Water-based; non-flammable; no residue

WD-40 SPECIALIST® CONTACT CLEANER
- Cleans sensitive electrical contacts and connections
- Smart Straw blasts away contaminants with pinpoint precision
- Leaves no residue; dries fast

WD-40 SPECIALIST® CORROSION INHIBITOR
- Protects metal for up to two years
- Blocks rust and corrosion on indoor and outdoor applications
- Protection against heat, humidity, and corrosive environments
- Long-lasting formula for less frequent re-application

*Indoor Air Quality Association
INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

WD-40 SPECIALIST® WHITE LITHIUM GREASE

- Durability in any weather or temp; won't freeze, melt or run off
- Superior corrosion protection helps reduce friction and wear
- Aerosol grease sprays on as a liquid and dries to a thick protective coating
- Container Size: 10 oz., WD-40 Part #: 30061

WD-40 SPECIALIST® EXTREME PRESSURE GREASE

- Lithium-based grease protects mechanical system wear & tear
- Provides surface protection against heavy loads and corrosion
- 600˚ F drop point
- Container Size: 14 oz., WD-40 Part #: 30040

WD-40 SPECIALIST® PENETRANT

- Loosens rusted bolts and seized screws quickly
- Fast acting formula breaks through rust and protects against future corrosion
- Container Size: Flexible Straw 13.5 oz., WD-40 Part #: 30048
  Smart Straw, 11 oz., WD-40 Part #: 30000

WD-40® EZ-REACH® MULTI-USE PRODUCT

- Frees stuck parts and lubricates difficult to access areas
- Gets into hard-to-reach places with an 8” flexible straw
- Container Size: 14 oz., WD-40 Part #: 49019

WD-40® SMART STRAW® MULTI-USE PRODUCT

- Protects metal from rust, penetrates stuck parts, displaces moisture and lubricates
- Available in non-aerosol and bulk sizes
- One product, thousands of uses
- Container Size: 12 oz., WD-40 Part #: 48005

wd40.com